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WEEK 45: Sunday, 1 NOVEMBER - Saturday, 7 NOVEMBER 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-11-01 0640 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends 

with whom he has great fun, and all he wants is that nothing changes. 

However, one day, he overhears a conversation that leads him to believe that 

his life might change forever, his mother is pregnant. He panics and envisions 

the worst.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2020-11-01 0820 Drama Lassie

Family

Film

Appreciation

When a family leaves an urban sprawl to start their lives over again in rural 

Montana, and when a devious neighbour plots to steal their farm out from 

under them, Lassie comes to the rescue.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2020-11-01 1010 Comedy Young Frankenstein

Determined to live down his family's reputation, Dr Frederick Frankenstein 

insists on pronouncing his name 'Fronckensteen' and denies interest in 

replicating his grandfather's experiments. However, when he's lured by Frau 

Blucher to discover the tantalisingly-titled journal 'How I Did It' in his 

grandfather's castle, he can't resist. With the help of voluptuous Inga, wall-

eyed assistant Igor and a purloined brain, Frankenstein creates his monster.

USA English-100 1974 RPT PG

2020-11-01 1210 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2020-11-01 1340 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG v Y

2020-11-01 1540 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-11-01 1750 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2020-11-01 2030 Crime Gomorrah
Sunday

Drama

Ciro's turn hasn't come quite yet, for Pietro manages to hold on to the reins 

from inside the prison. Even being behind bars won't stop him sending Ciro 

and his men to eliminate the Nigerian crack-dealers in a brutal massacre. And 

among the inmates Pietro is the undisputed top dog. Meanwhile, Genny finally 

succeeds in impressing Noemi, the girl he had set his sight on, by surprising 

her with Alesso - her favourite Italian singer.

ITALY Italian-100 2014 MA a Y



2020-11-01 2130 Documentary Feature I Am Not Your Negro

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

Told entirely in the words of James Baldwin, through both personal 

appearances and the text of his final unfinished book project, I Am Not Your 

Negro touches on the lives and assassinations of Malcolm X, Martin Luther 

King Jr., and Medgar Evers to bring powerful clarity to how the image and 

reality of Blacks in America today is fabricated and enforced.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n v Y

2020-11-01 2310 Romance Young And Beautiful

Acclaimed director François Ozon helms this erotic tale of sexual awakening. 

After losing her virginity, 17-year-old budding beauty Isabelle takes up a secret 

life as a call girl, meeting her older gentlemen clients for erotic hotel room 

trysts. Throughout, she remains curiously aloof, showing little interest in the 

encounters themselves or the money she makes, while Ozon slyly refrains 

from offering easy answers. As the enigmatic Isabelle, Marine Vacth is 

magnetic, delivering a star-making breakout performance in this sleek and 

sexy coming-of-age drama.

FRANCE
French-50; 

German-50
2013 RPT MA a l n s Y

2020-11-01 2450 Action Adventure The Quake

A geologist races against time to save his estranged wife and two children 

when a devastating earthquake strikes Oslo, Norway. Directed by John 

Andreas Andersen, and stars Kristoffer Joner and Ane Dahl Torp.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2020-11-01 2650 Horror Let The Right One In

Twelve-year-old Oskar is bullied at school and at home tends to retreat into 

his own violent fantasies. Oskar's life changes when he makes friends with the 

mysterious and unkempt 12-year-old Eli. However, when locals start falling 

victim to a series of gruesome murders, many drained of their blood, Oskar 

starts to put two and two together and realises Eli might just be exactly what 

she seems. Directed by Tomas Alfredson and stars Kåre Hedebrant, Lina 

Leandersson and Per Ragnar.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2008 RPT MA n v Y

2020-11-02 0500 Animation Kiki's Delivery Service

Family

Film

Appreciation

A young witch, on her mandatory year of independent life, finds fitting into a 

new community difficult while she supports herself by running an air courier 

service. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki, and stars the voices of Kirsten Dunst and 

Debbie Reynolds.

JAPAN English-100 1989 RPT G Y

2020-11-02 0700 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2020-11-02 0940 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-11-02 1150 Comedy The Addams Family

A delightful comedy based on Charles Addams' macabre cartoon family. A 

greedy lawyer tries to acquire the Addams family fortune by planting an 

impostor in the household who claims to be long-lost Uncle Fester.

USA English-100 1991 RPT PG a v 

2020-11-02 1340 Action Adventure The Ash Lad
Espen, 'Ash Lad', a poor farmer's son, embarks on a dangerous quest with his 

brothers to save a princess from a vile troll known as the Mountain King.
NORWAY

Danish-50; 

Norwegian-50
2017 RPT PG a h v Y



2020-11-02 1540 Comedy Young Frankenstein

Determined to live down his family's reputation, Dr Frederick Frankenstein 

insists on pronouncing his name 'Fronckensteen' and denies interest in 

replicating his grandfather's experiments. However, when he's lured by Frau 

Blucher to discover the tantalisingly-titled journal 'How I Did It' in his 

grandfather's castle, he can't resist. With the help of voluptuous Inga, wall-

eyed assistant Igor and a purloined brain, Frankenstein creates his monster.

USA English-100 1974 RPT PG

2020-11-02 1740 Comedy One Role For Two
After a failed plastic surgery, an actress hires a double to replace her on the 

set - unaware that it's her twin sister, whom she didn't even know existed.
FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2020-11-02 1930 Comedy Made In Dagenham
In 1968, a group of discouraged female workers protest against Ford for equal 

and fair treatment in comparison with their male colleagues.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT M a l s 

2020-11-02 2135 Drama Do The Right Thing

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

The award-winning and critically acclaimed comedy-drama directed by Spike 

Lee takes place on the hottest day of the year on a street in the Bedford-

Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. Everyone's hate and bigotry smolders and 

builds until it explodes into violence.

USA English-100 1989 MA l Y

2020-11-02 2345 Thriller Farewell

This compelling French spy thriller tells the true story of little-known KGB 

Colonel Sergei Grigoriev. Growing increasingly disillusioned with the Soviet 

government during the darkest days of the Cold War, the veteran Russian spy 

turns double agent and leaks state secrets to the West via the ear of French 

businessman, Pierre Froment. Directed by Christian Carion and stars Emir 

Kusturica, Willem Dafoe and Guillaume Canet.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT M a l Y Y

2020-11-02 2550 Drama Samba

From the creators of the award-winning film 'The Intouchables' comes 

'Samba', a French comedy-drama that centres on Samba Cisse (Omar Sy), a 

migrant from Senegal to France, who works as a dish washer in a hotel. After a 

bureaucratic slip-up lands him in detention, he's ordered to leave France. Alice 

(Charlotte Gainsbourg) is a burned-out senor executive. Both struggle to get 

out of their dead-end lives. Samba's willing to do whatever it takes to get 

working papers, while Alice tries to get her life back on track until fate draws 

them together.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT M l v Y Y

2020-11-02 2800 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-11-03 0610 Comedy One Role For Two
After a failed plastic surgery, an actress hires a double to replace her on the 

set - unaware that it's her twin sister, whom she didn't even know existed.
FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2020-11-03 0800 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
English-50; Hindi-

50
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-11-03 1000 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 

himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.
BRAZIL

No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y



2020-11-03 1130 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at 

the 2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets 

made by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi 

and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2020-11-03 1310 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2020-11-03 1550 Comedy Moonrise Kingdom

Directed by two-time Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Wes Anderson, 

Moonrise Kingdom is set on an island off the coast of New England in the 

summer of 1965. Two 12-year-olds fall in love, make a secret pact, and run 

away together into the wilderness. As authorities try to hunt them down, a 

violent storm is brewing off-shore - and the peaceful island community is 

turned upside down. Stars Bruce Willis, Edward Norton, Bill Murray, Tilda 

Swinton, Jason Schwartzman.

USA English-100 2012 RPT PG l s v Y

2020-11-03 1735 Action Adventure The Ash Lad
Espen, 'Ash Lad', a poor farmer's son, embarks on a dangerous quest with his 

brothers to save a princess from a vile troll known as the Mountain King.
NORWAY

Danish-50; 

Norwegian-50
2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-11-03 1930 Action Adventure
Sky Captain And The World Of 

Tomorrow

In this science fiction adventure set in the 1930s, New York City reporter Polly 

Perkins starts to investigate why so many famous scientists are being reported 

missing. Soon, she gets clues, as strange flying machines and giant robots 

threaten the city. Luckily, her old flame, aviator Captain Joseph Sullivan aka 

Sky Captain, is there to battle the bad guys with the Flying Legion, in his 

Warhawk P-40. Now Polly must fly away with Sky Captain to Nepal to find a 

crazy scientist, Dr. Totenkopf, who apparently wants to destroy the world.

USA
English-98; 

Tibetan-2
2004 RPT PG a v Y

2020-11-03 2130 Drama Precious

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

In New York City's Harlem in 1987, an overweight, abused, illiterate 16-year-

old who is pregnant with her second child is invited to enrol in an alternative 

school in the hope that her life can head in a new direction. Winner of two 

Academy Awards in 2010, and nominated for four others, including Best 

Picture. Directed by Lee Daniels and stars Gabourey Sidibe, Mo'Nique (in her 

Oscar-winning role) and Paula Patton. 

USA English-100 2009 RPT MA a l Y

2020-11-03 2335 Drama Tsotsi

Set amidst the sprawling Johannesburg township of Soweto - where survival is 

the primary objective, Tsotsi traces six days in the life of a ruthless young gang 

leader, who ends up caring for a baby accidentally kidnapped during a car-

jacking. A gritty and moving portrait of an angry young man living in a state of 

extreme urban deprivation. Winner of the 2006 Oscar for Best Foreign 

Language Film. Directed by Gavin Hood and stars Presley Chweneyagae, 

Mothusi Magano and Kenneth Nkosi.

SOUTH AFRICA Tsotsitaal-100 2005 RPT M l v Y

2020-11-03 2520 Drama Valley Of Shadows
Searching for his dog, Aslak ventures into a dark, misty forest that may be 

home to a werewolf.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2017 RPT M a v Y

2020-11-03 2700 Drama Julieta

Julieta is a middle-aged woman living in Madrid with her boyfriend Lorenzo. 

Both are going to move to Portugal when she casually runs into Bea, former 

best friend of her estranged daughter Antia, who reveals that Antia is living in 

Switzerland, married, and with three children. Shaken by the first news she’s 

heard about her daughter in 12 years, Julieta cancels the journey to Portugal 

and moves to the apartment where she used to live with Antia, in the hope 

that her daughter will send her a letter.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT M a n s Y



2020-11-03 2850 Drama The Lunchbox Drama

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
English-50; Hindi-

50
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-11-04 0650 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at 

the 2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets 

made by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi 

and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2020-11-04 0830 Comedy Moonrise Kingdom

Directed by two-time Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Wes Anderson, 

Moonrise Kingdom is set on an island off the coast of New England in the 

summer of 1965. Two 12-year-olds fall in love, make a secret pact, and run 

away together into the wilderness. As authorities try to hunt them down, a 

violent storm is brewing off-shore - and the peaceful island community is 

turned upside down. Stars Bruce Willis, Edward Norton, Bill Murray, Tilda 

Swinton, Jason Schwartzman.

USA English-100 2012 RPT PG l s v Y

2020-11-04 1015 Action Adventure The Ash Lad
Action

Adventure

Espen, 'Ash Lad', a poor farmer's son, embarks on a dangerous quest with his 

brothers to save a princess from a vile troll known as the Mountain King.
NORWAY

Danish-50; 

Norwegian-50
2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-11-04 1210 Comedy One Role For Two Comedy
After a failed plastic surgery, an actress hires a double to replace her on the 

set - unaware that it's her twin sister, whom she didn't even know existed.
FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2020-11-04 1400 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 

himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.
BRAZIL

No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y

2020-11-04 1530 Drama The Lunchbox Drama

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
English-50; Hindi-

50
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-11-04 1730 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina 

is a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï 

Ballet when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into 

question on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France 

to work with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and 

hard work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. 

So she moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y



2020-11-04 1930 Science Fiction Donnie Darko

Donnie Darko received a total of eleven awards and eight nominations, 

including the 2002 Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror Film's 

Special Award. During the presidential election of 1988, a teenage boy named 

Donnie Darko sleepwalks out of his house one night, and sees a giant, demonic-

looking rabbit named Frank, who tells him the world will end in 28 days, six 

hours, 42 minutes, and 12 seconds. He returns home the next morning to find 

that a jet engine has crashed through his bedroom. As he tries to figure out 

why he survived, and tries to deal with people in his town, Frank continues to 

turn up in Donnie's mind, causing him to commit acts of vandalism. Directed 

by Richard Kelly, and stars, Jake Gyllenhaal and Patrick Swayze. 

USA English-100 2012 RPT M a l s Y

2020-11-04 2135 Drama 12 Years A Slave

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

In the years before the Civil War, Solomon Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor), a free 

Black man from upstate New York, is kidnapped and sold into slavery in the 

South. Subjected to the cruelty of one malevolent owner (Michael 

Fassbender), he also finds unexpected kindess from another, as he struggles to 

survive and maintain some of his dignity. In the 12th year of the disheartening 

ordeal, a chance meeting with an abolitionist from Canada changes Solomon's 

life forever. Directed by Steve McQueen. Stars Lupita Nyong'o.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a v Y

2020-11-04 2405 Drama Julieta

Julieta is a middle-aged woman living in Madrid with her boyfriend Lorenzo. 

Both are going to move to Portugal when she casually runs into Bea, former 

best friend of her estranged daughter Antia, who reveals that Antia is living in 

Switzerland, married, and with three children. Shaken by the first news she’s 

heard about her daughter in 12 years, Julieta cancels the journey to Portugal 

and moves to the apartment where she used to live with Antia, in the hope 

that her daughter will send her a letter.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT M a n s Y

2020-11-04 2555 Thriller La Femme Nikita

Nikita's killer instincts as a ruthless street junkie make her the perfect assassin. 

Recruited against her will by a secret government organisation, she's 

transformed into a sexy lethal weapon.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
1990 RPT MA v Y

2020-11-04 2805 Drama Valley Of Shadows
Searching for his dog, Aslak ventures into a dark, misty forest that may be 

home to a werewolf.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2017 RPT M a v Y

2020-11-05 0545 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 

himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.
BRAZIL

No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y

2020-11-05 0715 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina 

is a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï 

Ballet when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into 

question on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France 

to work with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and 

hard work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. 

So she moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y

2020-11-05 0915 Drama The Bookshop

Based on Penelope Fitzgerald's novel of the same name - The Bookshop is set 

in 1959. Florence Green (Emily Mortimer), a free-spirited widow, puts grief 

behind her and risks everything to open up a bookshop - the first such shop in 

the sleepy seaside town of Hardborough, England. Fighting damp, cold and 

considerable local apathy she struggles to establish herself but soon her 

fortunes change for the better. By exposing the narrow-minded local 

townsfolk to the best literature of the day including Nabokov's scandalising 

Lolita and Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, she opens their eyes thereby 

causing a cultural awakening in a town which has not changed for centuries.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y



2020-11-05 1120 War The Eagle Has Landed

1943, The war is entering its final stages and Germany is teetering on the brink 

of defeat. An increasingly unhinged Hitler, orders a mission to have British 

Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill kidnapped and brought to Germany. The 

plan seems ludicrous in the extreme, but a message sent from a German spy in 

the Norfolk countryside makes one German officer realise that such a mission 

may just feasible. The star-studded cast includes Michael Caine, Donald 

Sutherland, Robert Duvall, Jenny Agutter, Donald Pleasence, Anthony Quayle, 

Jean Marsh and Judy Geeson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG v Y

2020-11-05 1350 Comedy Moonrise Kingdom

Directed by two-time Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Wes Anderson, 

Moonrise Kingdom is set on an island off the coast of New England in the 

summer of 1965. Two 12-year-olds fall in love, make a secret pact, and run 

away together into the wilderness. As authorities try to hunt them down, a 

violent storm is brewing off-shore - and the peaceful island community is 

turned upside down. Stars Bruce Willis, Edward Norton, Bill Murray, Tilda 

Swinton, Jason Schwartzman.

USA English-100 2012 RPT PG l s v Y

2020-11-05 1535 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2020-11-05 1735 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-11-05 1935 Action Adventure Kung Fu Hustle

In Shanghai in the 1940s, residents of a poor community fight back when they 

are invaded by the notorious Axe Gang. This is a kung fu comedy full of action 

and mixed with The Matrix-like scenes. Nominated for a 2006 Golden Globe 

for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by and stars Stephen Chow. Also stars 

Yuen Wah, Yuen Qiu and Lam Tze-Chung.

CHINA
Cantonese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2004 RPT M v Y

2020-11-05 2130 Biography Marshall

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

In the year 1941, as the nation teeters on the brink of entering WWII, a nearly 

bankrupt NAACP sends its only lawyer, thirty-two year old Thurgood Marshall, 

to conservative Connecticut to defend a black chauffeur against charges of 

rape and attempted murder brought by his wealthy socialite employer. It was 

a trial that quickly became tabloid fodder. In need of a high profile victory, but 

muzzled by the trial court, Marshall is joined by Samuel Friedman, a young 

Jewish lawyer who has never before tried a criminal case. Marshall and 

Friedman struggle against a hostile storm of fear and prejudice, driven to 

discover the truth in the sensationalized trial which helped set the 

groundwork for a career that ultimately made Thurgood Marshall America’s 

first African-American Supreme Court Justice. Marshall is based upon a true 

story.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l s v Y Y

2020-11-05 2340 Drama Valley Of Shadows
Searching for his dog, Aslak ventures into a dark, misty forest that may be 

home to a werewolf.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2017 RPT M a v Y

2020-11-05 2520 Comedy Orchestra Class

Simon is a distinguished, but disillusioned violinist. He has recently gone 

through a divorce and found a job teaching orchestra in a working-class 

neighbourhood of Paris. Arnold is a shy and chubby student who is fascinated 

with the violin and discovers that he has real talent for it. With Arnold's raw 

talent and the joyous energy of his class, Simon gradually rediscovers the joys 

of music. Together, they will overcome many obstacles and succeed to enrol 

the class in an end-of-the-year concert at the prestigious Paris Philharmonic.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M l s Y



2020-11-05 2715 Action Adventure Kung Fu Hustle

In Shanghai in the 1940s, residents of a poor community fight back when they 

are invaded by the notorious Axe Gang. This is a kung fu comedy full of action 

and mixed with The Matrix-like scenes. Nominated for a 2006 Golden Globe 

for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by and stars Stephen Chow. Also stars 

Yuen Wah, Yuen Qiu and Lam Tze-Chung.

CHINA
Cantonese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2004 RPT M v Y

2020-11-06 0510 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2020-11-06 0710 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-11-06 0910 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2020-11-06 1105 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two 

passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children 

have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but 

they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and 

the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything 

changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not 

alone in space anymore.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y

2020-11-06 1235 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by rigorous, perfectionist Professor Bojinski, Polina 

is a promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolchoï 

Ballet when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into 

question on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France 

to work with famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and 

hard work to the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. 

So she moves to Anvers in search of work -and a new life.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y

2020-11-06 1435 War The Eagle Has Landed

1943, The war is entering its final stages and Germany is teetering on the brink 

of defeat. An increasingly unhinged Hitler, orders a mission to have British 

Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill kidnapped and brought to Germany. The 

plan seems ludicrous in the extreme, but a message sent from a German spy in 

the Norfolk countryside makes one German officer realise that such a mission 

may just feasible. The star-studded cast includes Michael Caine, Donald 

Sutherland, Robert Duvall, Jenny Agutter, Donald Pleasence, Anthony Quayle, 

Jean Marsh and Judy Geeson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG v Y

2020-11-06 1705 Drama The Bookshop

Based on Penelope Fitzgerald's novel of the same name - The Bookshop is set 

in 1959. Florence Green (Emily Mortimer), a free-spirited widow, puts grief 

behind her and risks everything to open up a bookshop - the first such shop in 

the sleepy seaside town of Hardborough, England. Fighting damp, cold and 

considerable local apathy she struggles to establish herself but soon her 

fortunes change for the better. By exposing the narrow-minded local 

townsfolk to the best literature of the day including Nabokov's scandalising 

Lolita and Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, she opens their eyes thereby 

causing a cultural awakening in a town which has not changed for centuries.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y



2020-11-06 1910 Science Fiction The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a 

flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, 

which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, 

a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy 

the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich. 

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y

2020-11-06 2130 Drama Selma

Black

Lives

Matter

Collection

A chronicle of Martin Luther King's campaign to secure equal voting rights via 

an epic march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama in 1965.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 M l v 

2020-11-06 2350 Action Adventure Kung Fu Hustle

In Shanghai in the 1940s, residents of a poor community fight back when they 

are invaded by the notorious Axe Gang. This is a kung fu comedy full of action 

and mixed with The Matrix-like scenes. Nominated for a 2006 Golden Globe 

for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by and stars Stephen Chow. Also stars 

Yuen Wah, Yuen Qiu and Lam Tze-Chung.

CHINA
Cantonese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2004 RPT M v Y

2020-11-06 2545 Drama Border

Customs officer Tina is known for her extraordinary sense of smell. It’s almost 

as if she can sniff out the guilt on anyone hiding something. But when Vore, a 

suspicious-looking man, walks past her, her abilities are challenged for the first 

time ever. Tina can sense Vore is hiding something she can’t identify. Even 

worse, she feels a strange attraction to him. As Tina develops a special bond 

with Vore and discovers his true identity, she also realises the truth about 

herself. Tina, like Vore, does not belong to this world.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT MA a s v Y

2020-11-06 2750 Comedy Orchestra Class

Simon is a distinguished, but disillusioned violinist. He has recently gone 

through a divorce and found a job teaching orchestra in a working-class 

neighbourhood of Paris. Arnold is a shy and chubby student who is fascinated 

with the violin and discovers that he has real talent for it. With Arnold's raw 

talent and the joyous energy of his class, Simon gradually rediscovers the joys 

of music. Together, they will overcome many obstacles and succeed to enrol 

the class in an end-of-the-year concert at the prestigious Paris Philharmonic.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M l s Y

2020-11-07 0545 Drama The Bookshop

Based on Penelope Fitzgerald's novel of the same name - The Bookshop is set 

in 1959. Florence Green (Emily Mortimer), a free-spirited widow, puts grief 

behind her and risks everything to open up a bookshop - the first such shop in 

the sleepy seaside town of Hardborough, England. Fighting damp, cold and 

considerable local apathy she struggles to establish herself but soon her 

fortunes change for the better. By exposing the narrow-minded local 

townsfolk to the best literature of the day including Nabokov's scandalising 

Lolita and Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, she opens their eyes thereby 

causing a cultural awakening in a town which has not changed for centuries.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y

2020-11-07 0750 War The Eagle Has Landed

1943, The war is entering its final stages and Germany is teetering on the brink 

of defeat. An increasingly unhinged Hitler, orders a mission to have British 

Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill kidnapped and brought to Germany. The 

plan seems ludicrous in the extreme, but a message sent from a German spy in 

the Norfolk countryside makes one German officer realise that such a mission 

may just feasible. The star-studded cast includes Michael Caine, Donald 

Sutherland, Robert Duvall, Jenny Agutter, Donald Pleasence, Anthony Quayle, 

Jean Marsh and Judy Geeson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG v Y

2020-11-07 1025 Science Fiction The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a 

flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, 

which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, 

a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy 

the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich. 

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y



2020-11-07 1245 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2020-11-07 1445 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-11-07 1645 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two 

passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children 

have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but 

they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and 

the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything 

changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not 

alone in space anymore.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y

2020-11-07 1815 Biography Loving
Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage 

and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2020-11-07 2030 Drama Jfk Premiere

Jim Garrison - a New Orleans's District Attorney - just can't believe the Warren 

Commission official conclusion on the death of President Kennedy is accurate. 

Determined to prove them wrong, Garrison stakes everything to find the 

truth. He encounters a high-level Pentagon official who confirms to him that 

there was a conspiracy, but Garrison's over-the-top antics interfere with his 

credibility, leaving him open for ridicule. However, as more and more proof 

comes to light of a possible conspiracy and cover-up, the more people take 

note. Garrison never quite achieves his goal of learning the truth, but his 

investigation gives the world many things to ponder. 

USA English-100 1991 M l 

2020-11-07 2400 Comedy The Other Side Of Hope
A poker-playing restaurateur and former traveling salesman befriends a group 

of refugees newly arrived to Finland.
FINLAND

Finnish-59; Arabic-

28; English-12; 

Japanese-1

2017 RPT M a v Y Y

2020-11-07 2555 Drama Novo

Graham has total memory loss after an accident. He takes on lovers, but can 

never remember them and must resort to writing notes on everything. Then 

one day he recognises his son. A lusty homage to the film Memento. Written 

and directed by Jean-Pierre Limosin, and stars Eduardo Noriega, Anna 

Mouglalis and Nathalie Richard. 

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT MA a n s Y

2020-11-07 2745 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG




